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NON-DETECTION PROBABILITY OF DIFFUSING TARGETS
IN THE PRESENCE OF A MOVING SEARCHER
PANI W. FERNANDO AND SIVAGURU S. SRITHARAN*
Abstract. In this paper, we compute the non-detection probability of an in-
finite system of randomly moving independent Brownian targets by a moving
searcher which travels according to its own prescribed trajectory.
1. Introduction
Search and Detection theory has developed rapidly in the last few decades
within the field of operations research. Its military and civilian applications arise
in areas such as anti-submarine warfare (ASW), deep-ocean search for submerged
objects, route planning for unmanned vehicles, search and rescue operations, mine
field clearing, and fish population management. Bernard Koopman and his col-
leagues in the ASW research group initiated search and detection theory, during
world war II [8]. Their main goal was to find a method to track enemy submarines
efficiently. Koopman’s work was declassified in 1958.
There are many operational applications in naval warfare where a searcher seeks
to detect a moving or stationary object. For example, the searcher might wish to
detect a target submarine for attack or closer surveillance. Or the searcher might
wish to locate a disabled submarine or unmanned vehicle to assist or recover it.
We categorize these applications into three broad cases.
(1) Target is stationary, searcher is moving.
(2) Searcher is stationary, target is moving.
(3) Both the target and searcher are moving.
In [5], J. N. Eagle addressed the second case and obtained two expressions for
the non-detection probability of a randomly moving target in the presence of a
stationary sensor. First expression was derived from an approximation to the exact
solution involved with the diffusion process of the target motion and the second
one was obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulation results of the diffusion process
associated with the target motion. Marc Mangel [11] focused on the problem
involving search a randomly moving target in a 2D bounded domain by a searcher
moves in 3D space. He derived the corresponding search equation satisfied by
the joint density of the target location and unsuccessful search. In [9], S. N.
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Majumdar and A. J. Bray considered survival probability of a particle moving
along a straight line in the presence of diffusing traps in the plane. They obtained
an explicit expression for survival probability of the tracer particle for large time
t. In addition to the main result, we have also introduced several mathematical
theorems to clarify the heuristic results in [9].
In this work, we focus on the third scenario, which is less well developed, but
more important in Naval operations research. We allow targets to move according
to a diffusion process in the whole plane. The searcher starts its journey from the
origin and it follows a deterministic trajectory through the R2 plane. We have
used the ideas in S. N. Majumdar and A. J. Bray [9], to obtain an expression for
the probability PND(t) that none of the randomly moving targets are detected by
searcher up to time t. Our main result exactly coincides with the 2D result in [9]
as time t approaches to infinity. Our main result is stated below.
Main Result: Suppose that there are infinitely many Brownian targets(with
diffusion constant ǫ) diffuse over whole R2 plane with density ρ. The searcher
starts its journey from the origin and travels along a deterministic path S(t) with
constant speed v(details on S(t) can be found in section 3). Then the probability
PND(t) that none of the randomly moving targets detected by searcher up to time
t is approximated by:
















where η = v
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(See [3]). For large time t, PND(t) reduce to following simple form








where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni Constant. The article is organized as follows. In
the next section, we formulate the target model associated with the search problem
that we briefly described in the introduction. In section 3, we obtain an explicit
expression for PND(t).
2. The Target Model
Let our infinite system of Brownian targets be initially distributed over the R2
plane according to the spatial Poisson distribution with intensity ρ(See Lemma
2.5 at the end of this section). Then, we allow infinite system of random targets
to move independently according to 2D Brownian motion with diffusion constant
ǫ. The interesting fact is that we again have the same initial Poisson point distri-
bution with intensity ρ for the system of infinite Brownian targets after each fixed
time t > 0.
Before we prove this result, we introduce the definition of spatial Point process
and two key theorems(Poisson mapping theorem and labeled Poisson point process
theorem) which use for the proof of the above result.
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Definition 2.1. Let µ be a σ-finite measure on the measurable space (S,S ).
Then the collection of random variables N(A, ω), A ∈ S , ω ∈ Ω defined on a
probability space (Ω,F ,P) is called a Poisson point process if
(1) The random variables N(A1), . . . ,N(An) are independent for any finite
collection of disjoint measurable subsets A1, . . . ,An ∈ S .
(2) For every A ∈ S the random variable N(A) has Poisson distribution with
mean µ(A).
Proposition 2.2. (Poisson mapping theorem) Let N(A) be a Poisson point process
on a measure space (S,S ) with the measure µ. Let f : (S,S ) → (G,G ) be a
measurable function such that the induced measure µ̃ = µ◦f−1 has no atoms. Then
f (N(.)) is a Poisson process on the measurable space (G,G ) with mean measure µ̃.
Proof. See page 18, [7]. 
Definition 2.3. (Labeled Poisson point process) Let N̂(A) be a Poisson point
process on a measure space (S,S ) with the measure µ. Now take a random
variable ξ on some measurable space (F,F ). Then Ñ(A,B) = {(X,Xξ) ∈ A×B}
is a labeled Poisson point process on the product measurable space (S× F,S ⊗ F )






is the mean of the labeled random variable ξ.
Proposition 2.4. Let N̂(A) be a Poisson point process(initial spatial distribution








with mean measure ρl(.). Here l(.) is
the Lebesgue measure on R2. For each i, Wi(t) is the displacement of i
th Brownian
target after time t. Then the process,
Ñ(A,B) = {(Wi(0),Wi(t)) ∈ A×B : i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n}














a labeled Poisson point process with mean measure ρl(.)× µW(t). Where A,B are





and l(.) is the Lebesgue measure on R2.
Proof. See Theorem 3.11 in page 48, [6]. 
Now we can present the theorem that describe the time stationary property of
the target’s spatial distribution.
Theorem 2.5. Let N0(A) be the Poisson point process(initial spatial distribution








with mean measure ρl(.).
Then for any time t > 0, Nt(A) is again a Poisson point process(spatial distribu-
tion of the Brownian targets at time t) with mean measure ρl(.). Where A is an





and l(.) is the Lebesgue measure on R2.
Proof. From proposition 2.5, we can conclude that the process
Ñ(A,B) = {(Wi(0),Wi(t)) ∈ A×B : i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n}













is a Poisson point process with
mean measure ρl(.)× µW(t).





















such that f : (~x, ~y) → ~x + ~y. Then the proposition 2.4
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(Poisson mapping theorem) implies that f(Ñ(A,B)) = Nt(A) is a Poisson point
process with mean measure (ρl(.) × µW(t)) ◦ f
−1. Now we need to show that
(ρl(.)× µW(t)) ◦ f












































Remark 2.6. Since all the targets are moving independently over the R2 plane
according to Brownian motion, they don’t collide each other as time evolves. The
following lemma gives a simple proof of that phenomenon.
Lemma 2.7. Let {Wi(t) : i = 1, 2, 3, . . .} be the set of independent Brownian mo-
tions with same diffusion constant ǫ which prescribed the random motions of all
targets in R2 plane. Then the targets do not collide with each other for any time
t > 0 except possibly at the location (0, 0).









j (t)). Now suppose that the two
targets collide each other at time t > 0 and the location (x, y). Since Wi(t) and
Wj(t) are pairwise independent Brownian motions, we have






















On the other hand










= x2 + y2 = 0. (2.3)
The tesult (2.3) implies that the targets do not collide with each other for any
time t > 0 except possibly at the location (0, 0). 
In the next lemma, we describe how the infinite system of Brownian targets
initially distributed over the R2 plane.
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containing N number of
independently moving targets according to Brownian motion with same diffusive
constant ǫ. We assume that the N number of targets are uniformly distributed over
the set A. Let l(.) be the Lebesgue measure over the R2 plane. Then the targets
are initially distributed according to the spatial Poisson point distribution with a
rate ρ = N
l(A) over the R
2 plane.





such that B ⊆ A. Now let N(B) be a random variable
which represents the number of targets located in the set B. Then P(N(B) =
n|N number of targets in A) is the probability that n number of targets initially
lies inside the set B out of N targets in the set A. Then






















When N, l(A) → ∞ while keeping density ρ = N






→ 1. Then we get




as N, l(A) → ∞ with density ρ = N
l(A) fixed. This implies that the initial distribu-
tion of the targets is spatially Poisson with intensity parameter ρ. 
3. Non-detection Probability PND(t)
We introduce the searcher to the system at time t = 0 at the origin and it follows
its own deterministic path S(t). Then one can show that the number of targets
encountered by the searcher up to time t over the R2 plane is Poissonly distributed
with mean parameter K(t) = ρ
∫
R2
P̂(~b, t)dxdy as follows, where ~b = (x, y) ∈ R2.





. Suppose that A containing N number of in-
dependently moving targets according to Brownian motion with same diffusive
constant ǫ. Denote P̂(~bi, t) the probability that i
th target starting from the point
~bi = (xi, yi) ∈ A and detected by the searcher before time t. Then the proba-
bility that n number of targets encountered by searcher up to time t is given by
P(n, t) = (K(t))
n exp[−K(t)]




Proof. Since the infinite system of Brownian targets is Poissonly distributed over
R
2 plane, the N number of targets are uniformly distributed over the set A, the
probability that a target starting from set A and detected by searcher before time
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Therefore, the probability that n number of targets detected by searcher out of
N number of targets starting from set A before time t is


































As we have argued in Lemma 2.5, we can easily obtain that






as N, l(A) → ∞while keeping density ρ = N




Hence we have conclude the Theorem 2.2. 
By setting n = 0 in (3.2), we get
PND(t) = P(0, t) = exp [−K(t)] . (3.3)
Now our goal is to compute K(t) to obtain the non-detection probabilityPND(t).
In [2], a useful method is introduced to compute K(t) associated with any general
path S(t). They have formulated an implicit integral equation for K(t) associated
with Gaussian transition density and target’s spatial intensity ρ. We modify it
















t̃ + δ)]−1 exp
{
−[S(t)− S(t̃)]2/2ǫ(t− t̃+ δ)
}
is the de-singularized 2D transition
probability density associated with Brownian motion and S(t) is the deterministic
path of the searcher.
For the sake of completeness, we sketch the heuristic derivation of the integral
equation (3.4). Note that there are two ways to compute the probability density
that a target meets the searcher at the location S(t) at time t. Since the targets
are spatially distributed according to homogeneous Poisson point process with
intensity ρ(see theorem 2.6), the probability that a target detected by the searcher




= 1 − e−ρl(BS(t)(a)) =
1 − e−ρπa
2
. Here BS(t)(a) represents the searcher’s coverage area which is a disk
with radius a and center S(t). Secondly, a target meets the searcher for the first
time during time interval (t̃, t̃+dt̃) is K̇(t̃)dt̃. Therefore the probability density of
the above target again meets the searcher at the location S(t) at time t which is




. By equating the results
of these two methods gives the equation (3.4).
Remark 3.2. In general, the transition probability density function associated with
Brownian motion doesn’t have a δ term in the denominator and inside of the
exponential function. But in 2D case of the integral equation, we have to introduce
very small value δ > 0 to make the right hand side of integral equation (3.4) to be
well defined.
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Figure 1. Trajectory of the Searcher
Let us discuss about the function S(t) governed by the deterministic trajectory
of the searcher starting at origin. We are interested to analyze this problem with
the searcher which starts at time t = 0, at the origin and travel through a spiral
shape trajectory.
The function S(t) of the above trajectory can be expressed as follows.






















(vt− n(4n− 3), nv) if





















4n2 + 4n+ 1
v
,
for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . and




for n = 0, where v is the speed of the searcher.





for the function S(t) given by (3.5). For any n ≥ 1,
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where η = v
2
2ǫ . Second approximation of (3.6) holds due to fact that δ is a very





expression for other three cases when n ≥ 1 and the case n = 0 of the trajectory
function S(t).
Therefore, the above analysis implies that for any t > 0, the integral equation












We use Laplace transform method to solve implicit integral equation (3.7) to solve
K(t). Let K̃(s) =
∫∞
0










































exp[−(η + s)τ ]
τ + δ
dτ. (3.11)
Now we apply inverse Laplace transform (Bromwich contour integral approach)











where C = 2πǫ(1 − e−ρπa
2







dz = eδ(s+η)E1(δ(s+ η)), (3.13)
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By observing (3.14), we can see that H(s) = e
st
s2eδ(s+η)E1(δ(s+η))
has a pole at s = 0
with order 2 and branch point at s = −η. This implies that H(s) is analytic except
on the set (−∞,−η]∪{0}. According to the residue theorem, the integral of H(s)
through the circular path A1B1C1D1D2C2B2A2A1 is equal to 2πiRes(H(s), 0).
That is,




H(s)ds = 2πiRes(H(s), 0)− (IA1C1 + IC1D1 + ID1D2 + ID2C2 + IC2A2).
(3.16)
In the above figure, R̂ and r̂ represent the radii of large circular arc and small
circular arc respectively. It can be noticed that b → ∞ when R̂ approaches to ∞
since R̂2 = a2 + b2. Let ǫ denote the angle between C1D1 or C2D2 and negative
x-axis.





along the paths A1C1 and C2A2. Therefore, for any ǫ > 0, the integrand H(s) is
a continuous function of θ over A1C1 and C2A2. This gives us the existence of
limǫ→0 IA1C1 and limǫ→0 IC2A2 for any fixed R̂ > 0. Similarly, we can argue that
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limǫ→0 ID1D2 exists for any fixed r̂ > 0. J denotes the limit of I as ǫ → 0. For
example JD1D2 = limǫ→0 ID1D2.








The result limr̂→0 E1(δr̂e
iθ) = ∞ and the fact that r̂ appears in the numerator of
the integrand of (3.17) gives us limr̂→0 JD1D2 = 0.






where r̂ ≤ r ≤ R̂. By using the results (5), (9) in [13] with the identity Ei(−x) =











(r + η)2 [Ei(δr) + iπ]
dr. (3.20)

























































In the result (3.22), the first approximation is obtained by using the fact that
δη < 1 is a very small value and by plugging lower limit η for e−tα. The second
approximation is due to the fact that δη < 1 is a very small value and the results
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as |s| → ∞ (See pages 2-4 in





Notice that, when s lies on arcs A1B1 and B2A2, |H(s)| ≤ δR̂e
at
|R̂−η|2
as R̂ → ∞. By
using the fact that the arc lengths of A1B1 and B2A2 are approaching to a as
R̂ → ∞ together with above estimate, we can argue that JA1B1 and JB2A2 tend
to zero as R̂ → ∞.

































where cosβ = η
R̂
. The last inequality holds due to Jordan’s inequality. From the
estimate (3.25), we can see that JB1C1 approaches to zero as R̂ → ∞. In similar
manner, we can show that, JC2B2 approaches to zero as R̂ → ∞.
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Fourth equality of the above result holds due to dE1(x)
dx
= −E0(x). Finally, by
combining above results, we can get a expression for PND(t) as follows.
















For very large time t, one easily argue that PND(t) reduce to following form








Here E1(δη) ≈ − ln(ηδ)− γ since ηδ << 1 and
lim
x→0
E1(x) = −γ − ln(x),
where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni Constant. Therefore we have conclude the main
result. Now let us briefly discuss about the asymptotic behavior of the non-
detection probability PND(t) (3.28) by varying the speed v of the moving searcher.
We infer that when the searcher moves very slowly comparing to the targets( i.e.
η = v
2
2ǫ is a very small value which is closer to zero but not equal to zero), the decay
rate of the non-detection probability PND(t) (3.28) is very small. On the other
hand, it is evident that when searcher travels very fast comparing to motion of
the targets(while preserving δ < 1
η
), the non-detection probability PND(t) (3.28)
decays very fast.
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